
Vigil Díaz (Santo Domingo, 1880-1961) 
 
 
Lunar Vision  
 
Milady moon I have seen you: 
 
 over the lofty crags; 
 over the wild waterfalls;  
 over the musical and meandering rivers; 
 over the fickle and treacherous sea; 
 over the ecstatic lagoons; 
 over the breadth of lost ships; 
  
Milady moon I have seen you: 
 
 over the dusty and well-traveled roads; 
 over the solitary ruins; 
 over the plumage of sleeping swans; 
 over the vast pampa; 
 over the gloom of the necropolis; 
 over barbarian camp-sites; 
 over the ivory of corpses; 
 over the puddles of blood; 
 over the carrion of beasts; 
 over the lonely gardens; 
 over the mirror of forgotten fountains; 
 over the anguish of hospitals; 
 over the arabesque of the frail; 
 over the vine-shoots of feasts; 
 
Milady moon, I have an exotic, profound longing: 
 
 I wish to see you asleep, over the gems of her eyes, and over the pale and  

pointed arches of her gothic hands.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Profession of Faith 
 
Enough already of complicating my art, my life; I aspire to simplifying my life and my art; 
 I wish to fulfill that miracle without reducing my imbalances nor eliminating 
my interior carcinomas; 
 to add the figure without counting; 
 have it all the same: 
 one, 
 a hundred, 
 a thousand, 
 a million or nothing; 
 to live near animals, and far off from other men;  
 to have—as music—the music of the sea, the music of the stars, and the music of my 
interior clavichords.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mountain Drum 
 
 My sweetheart, 
a dusky woman, 
sweet and harmonious like the neck of an ebony zither, 
with coconut’s pulp in her smile, 
and mandrake’s essence in her deceitfulness, 
awaited me by the parapet 
to inform me: 
“The bastard’s dead.” 
 
 On a bed of stones 
beside the corral, 
finished off because of his hairy and lustful hulk, 
the father and 
lord of the fold, 
is stretched out. 
 
 Last night, the moon shrouded his cadaver,  
and this morning, the sun 
warmed the fluff of his patriarchal beard.  
  

In the amorous pages of Ovid, 
he learned the art of love, 
and he conquered a thousand lambs 
with the pipes of Pan.  
 
 So that the starving hounds 
dine not on his lubricous carrion, 
we shall perform Greek obsequies on the savannah.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Poem Number Two 
 
 The landscape 
jagged as a cactus. 
 
 The December sky 
low-hanging,   
yet flowering livid stars. 
 
 The moon,  
an ineffable paleness.  
 
 From the mountain, 
the dry blow of an axe, 
and the sad plaint of a lovesick turtledove.  
 
 A shortcut… 
at an angle of oblivion, 
the innocent cemetery,   
without fences or crosses, 
aglow with roving fireflies  
that render the night sadder… 
 
 The bovine animals 
scattered over the tombs, 
ruminate 
ruminate. 
They meditate and doze 
in Buddhistic peace, 
and they lick, re-lick, the sleeping newborns.  
 

The December sky 
low-hanging,   
yet flowering livid stars. 
 
 The moon, 
an ineffable paleness, 
continues on her way, 
indifferent to death, 
indifferent to life.  
 
 
 



Rhapsody  
 
Trees from the white villa of San Carlos: 
 one, 
 two, 
 three, 
 four, 
 five; 
five aortae full of blood; 
 five basilicas of mysterious shadows where my animula rests, torn by the sluggish claws 
of time; 
 five amphorae containing perfume that suckle the white and blue serpents of my 
dreams and my chimeras; 
 five vases containing green and perfumed salves of coolness; 
 pious lamps, at times cheerful, at times deeply sad; 
 stock-still at times, and at times as moveable as sails; 
 at times embossed by the gold of stars, or the silver of the moon; 
 metaphysical Stradivarius, symbolic cellos…when the wind passes its mane over the 
warp of your antlers, I have felt the mystery of solitary forests; 
 the harangues of Mattathius, the warrior from the Bible; 
  the complaints of Leopardi; 
   the tears of Kosciuszko; 
    the seven armchairs of Emerson and the cruelties of Mars; 
trees from the white villa in San Carlos; 
 during the Pythagorean harmony of the high night, 
I have felt the wild feasts of Nineveh and Babylon; 
 I have seen the dunghills of Job and the blazing circles of Dante, 
 Mercury and Shylock weighing gold; 
 Moloch and Nimrod drinking blood; 
 Ariel and the Marquis de Lafayette astride the winged Pegasus… 
Trees from the white villa in San Carlos; 
fantastic memorial stones from my nostalgic and ideal necropolis, 
I have carved on your barks, and on my soul: don’t lose hope… 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Estival 
 
One o’clock, this aureate day, the sun pours across the earth with volcanic flagellations; 
 the cattle chew and drool somnolently beneath the merciful shade of the thick mango 
trees and the stately and querulous palm trees attacked by cephalalgia; 
 in the green and dense pasture, the cicadas, with the Wagnerian brass of their elytra, 
extol the wet heat, love, and life; 
 in the ranches, the simple and rugged peasants rest, while some slovenly maids bustle 
about, cackle, chat, and stink; 
 I, stretched out in my hammock, annotate my Machiavelli, while intermittently 
checking on the sky, eager for it to overturn Poseidon’s chariot.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Jonondio 
 
 Death, death’s solitude, is the only common certainty.  
 --Nietzsche  

 
In the crepuscular agony, the necropolis proves a mysterious and gloomy sea.  Sepulchers, 

vessels of the dead, row across the dusty waves of reality.  The small, the lowly, and the anonymous 
feign filthy fishermen’s skiffs ravaged by a squall. Others, paint splattered, or with black and white 
stripes, appear like cargo boats.  The grand tombs jut forth, lofty boats, with poppy-flowers 
covering masts bearing chiseled words of praise and childish pleas; with severe family figureheads, 
with swift angels and nubile Panaghias; with symbolic statues of porphyry or marble; with 
multicolored crowns lined with glass beads; with terracotta and porcelain amphorae; with silent 
harps and bright candelabras.  Some, leprous, with worn epitaphs and stubborn parasites, with 
bursting roots; the pious shadows of the aged, musical pines, or the melancholy willows which 
imitate nostalgic seals rowing past the glacial floes of indifference… 

Such is how the sepulcher ships and the tombs of the dead go forth.  Lacking war bonnets, 
lacking flags of vampirism; steered by the old pilot with silvery beard, eyes the color of emeralds, 
as clear and sweet as hope itself; with prows headed westward, towards the humid and dolorous 
jaws of Acheron; with pupils fixed on Eternity…on Nothingness.     

Such is how the tombs of the dead go forth, the sepulcher ships: proud, lowly, sad, or 
joyful.  Some, storing horrifying and stinking corpses.  Others, full of dust, ashes of vanity, ashes 
of love, ashes of reveries, ashes of pride, ashes of ruminations, ashes of virtues, ashes of wickedness, 
of golden miters, of imperial purple, of buffoons’ humps, courtesans’ bowels, avarice’s claws, 
empty craniums, hollow bones, unburdened of all worries, thoraxes opened like forgotten cages.  

Such is how the sepulcher ships go forth, the tombs of the dead.  
 
 
 
 
 
Translations: Anthony Seidman 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Vigil Díaz (Santo Domingo, 1880-1961) is regarded as the first poet from the Dominican 
Republic to introduce free verse and the prose poem into his nation’s letters.  The time he spent 
living abroad, in New York and in Paris, exposed him to the international vanguard, and upon 
returning to Santo Domingo, he sought to reinvigorate the literature produced there, which 
was still saturated with late Romanticism and traditional prosody.  In order to do so, he 
invented a movement known as El Vedrinismo; he was its founder, as well as its leading and only 
member.  He named the movement after Jules Vedrines (1881-1919), the celebrated French 
aviator from the First World War, the first to fly at more than 100 mph, as well as the inventor 
of the dangerous “looping the loop.”  In the introduction he penned to his collection Galeras de 
Pafos (1921), Díaz claimed how, like Baudelaire in his Petits poèmes en prose, he wished to 
“dream of a musical, poetical prose, lacking meter and rhyme, fundamentally flexible, and rather 
truncated in order to adapt itself to the lyrical movements of the soul, the undulations of sleep, 
and the fright stemming from one’s conscience.”  Despite these aims, many of his poems are 
centered in lugubrious cemeteries, beneath moonlight, by seascapes, thereby creating a poetics 
teetering between the Romantic and the truly new.   All in all, his recognition is well-deserved, 
and he usually appears as the trailblazer in anthologies devoted to modern Dominican poetry.   
 


